Eat less meat, reduce food waste and you'll help save Earth: UN

Food waste and meat consumption are big contributors to global warming, with food waste producing between 8% and 10% and livestock 14.5 per cent of global emissions, according to the World Wildlife

UNSC President refuses to comment on Pakistan's letter regarding Article 370

Pakistan Foreign Minister Shah Mehmood Qureshi had written to UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres claiming that abrogation of Article 370 in Jammu and Kashmir violated the UNSC resolution. Earlier

Stranded at Wagah, Samjhuta Express brought to Attari by Indian crew

Pakistan has suspended Samjhauta Express services - one more jittery move in response to India revoking Article 370 in Jammu and Kashmir.

British PM Boris Johnson urges lawmakers to back October 31 Brexit

British Prime Minister Boris Johnson urged lawmakers to support an October 31 Brexit, saying they had promised to honour the result of the country’s 2016 decision to leave the European Union.

Pakistan opposition leader Maryam Nawaz arrested in graft probe

The daughter of former Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif was arrested with her cousin, Yousaf Abbas, while attempting to visit her father at a jail in Lahore, where he is being held after being convicted

On Article 370, India says Pakistan trying to present an alarmist vision

In a statement, Ministry of External Affairs said New Delhi has urged Islamabad 'to review them (decision to expel Indian envoy and downgrade mission) so that normal channels for diplomatic

Pakistan suspends Samjhauta Express, India sends engine to bring train from Wagah

Pakistan on Thursday suspended the Samjhauta Express train services linking India and Pakistan.

Pakistan partially closes airspace hours after downgrading its diplomatic relations with India

The airspace will be closed from August 6 till September 5 between 2:45 am to 11 am (local time) every day except Sundays.

Mexico wants US help to identify white supremacist threats

A total of 22 people lost their lives in the shooting at a Walmart store, an event Mexico has vowed to investigate as an act of terrorism. It said it may also request the suspected perpetrator be

US raises travel warning for Hong Kong over growing civil unrest
The protests in the Asian financial hub began with opposition to a now-suspended extradition law and have evolved into a direct challenge to the government and calls for full democracy.

**Japan warns of stricter checks on imports to South Korea, approves first hi-tech exports since July curbs**

Japan warned it could expand strict checks on exports to South Korea, after earlier granting approval for the shipment of a high-tech material to its neighbour for the first time since imposing

**Pakistan expels Indian envoy, downgrades diplomatic ties, suspends trade after J&K special status scrapped**

The Pakistan government has expelled Indian High Commissioner, Ajay Bisaria, as part of their downgrading process. The newly appointed Pakistan High Commissioner will not come to India.

**UN-proscribed terrorist Hafiz Saeed held guilty by Pakistan court**

The 26/11 terror attack mastermind was arrested by Pakistani authorities on July 17 over charges related to terror financing.

**UK Typhoon Eurofighters intercept 5 Russian warplanes including Sukhoi Su-27B jets, TU-142 Bear Bomber near Estonia**

The RAF Typhoon Eurofighters were scrambled on Monday to intercept a Russian Antonov AN-26 Curl transport aircraft and then later in the day a Russian TU-142 Bear Bomber and two Su-27B fighters were

**Nearly 100 injured in Kabul car bomb attack, Taliban claim responsibility**

The bomb went off when a vehicle was stopped at a checkpoint outside the station, said interior ministry spokesman Nasrat Rahimi.

**Launch of missiles a warning to US and South Korea, says North Korean leader Kim Jong Un**

Kim said the latest missile test was "an occasion to send an adequate warning to the joint military drill now underway by the U.S. and South Korean authorities," according to state media KCNA.

**'Donald Trump still wants trade deal with China'**

"He would like to make a deal," National Economic Council Director Larry Kudlow told CNBC, adding that it would have to be the "right deal." "He would like to continue negotiations," Kudlow said.

**Shun hate speech, UN tells leaders after US shootings**

US Democrats accused President Donald Trump of stoking racial divisions after the weekend killing of 32 people in Texas and Ohio, but he responded with a condemnation of "racism, bigotry and white

**War with Iran is the mother of all wars: President Hassan Rouhani**
Tensions have risen between Iran and the West since 2018 when the United States pulled out of an international agreement which curbed the Islamic Republic’s nuclear programme in return for an easing

**Parliament vs prime minister: Can a no-deal Brexit be blocked?**

If the European Union refuses to renegotiate the terms of Britain’s departure, Johnson says he will take the country out without a divorce deal on October 31. Some in parliament are determined to

**Donald Trump, without evidence, accuses Google of 'very illegal' action ahead of election**

Trump, in a series of early posts on Twitter, also slammed Google’s chief executive Sundar Pichai, and again raised questions about the search engine’s work with China, despite his administration’s

**Taliban denounce Afghan election, warn rallies face attack**

The Taliban called for a boycott of the election scheduled for September 28, and said foreign powers should instead focus on the effort to negotiate the deal with the United States on "ending the

**UAE, Sri Lanka support India's decision on Kashmir, US issues statement of caution**

The UAE envoy to India, Dr Ahmad Al Banna, while taking note of the bifurcation of Jammu and Kashmir and removal of Article 370 called it an internal matter of India. "We expect that the changes

**Indian snubs China after Beijing expresses 'concerns' over Jammu and Kashmir**

"India doesn't comment on the internal affairs of other countries and similarly expects other countries to do likewise."

**Indian High Commission in Islamabad asks for increase in security**

There are fears that elements in Pakistan may try to create ruckus around the High Commission. A note verbale was sent regarding this to Pakistani Foreign Ministry.

**Pakistan minister tells politicians to stop in-fighting, fight India on Kashmir issue**

Chaudhry Fawad Hussain says Pakistan politicians ought to keep their differences aside and come together. "We must be ready to fight if war is imposed."

**Hiroshima marks 74th anniversary of World War II atomic bombing**

A moment of silence was observed at 8.15 a.m., the exact time on August 6, 1945, when a uranium-core atomic bomb named "Little Boy" dropped by a US bomber exploded above Hiroshima killing an

**North Korea launches more missiles, threatens to take ‘new road’**

The North, criticising the US-South Korean drills and their use of high-tech weapons, has fired a series of missiles and rockets.
**After mass killings, Donald Trump condemns white supremacy**

Donald Trump did not directly address accusations that his own anti-immigrant and racially charged comments have contributed to a rise in race tensions.

**Jittery Pakistan in a huddle after India scraps Article 370 in J&K**

Pakistan has said it 'would exercise all possible options to counter the illegal steps.'

**Hong Kong police fire tear gas at protestors as strikes paralyse city**

Hong Kong police fired tear gas at protesters on Monday as a general strike plunged the Asian financial hub into fresh chaos, paralysing transport and bringing the city to an unprecedented

**Protests pushing Hong Kong to ‘extremely dangerous edge’, says government**

The Chinese-controlled city, an Asian financial hub, has been rocked by months of protests that began against a proposed bill to allow people to be extradited to stand trial in mainland China.

**Ohio mass shooting victims included gunman's own sister**

A gunman wearing body armor and a mask opened fire in a crowded Dayton, Ohio neighborhood known for its night life early on Sunday, killing nine people including his sister and wounding at least 27,

**Ohio shooting: Gunman kills nine in under a minute before being neutralised**

The motive behind the shooting was not immediately clear, and investigators believe the individual had acted alone.

**Amid Pakistan's attempts to disrupt peace in J&K, Imran Khan revives US offer to mediate**

Pakistan is notoriously infamous for trying to create unrest in Jammu and Kashmir, and then rushing for international intervention.

**Iran seizes 'foreign oil tanker smuggling oil to Arab states'**

A commander of Iran's Revolutionary Guards Corps says the vessel was carrying 700,000 litres of fuel and had seven sailors on board.

**Israel wishes India on Friendship Day, PM Narendra Modi responds**

Ties between India and Israel have been becoming stronger with passing time and both Narendra Modi and Benjamin Netanyahu have often warmly greeted each other - online and at global and national

**French 'Flying Man' Franky Zapata crosses English Channel on jet-powered hoverboard**

French inventor Franky Zapata on Sunday succeeded in crossing the English Channel on a jet-powered hoverboard he designed, after a previous ended with him falling into the sea.
9 killed in Ohio in second mass shooting incident in US within 24 hours

A second incident of shooting is being reported in US in less than 24 hours. The latest incident is being reported from Dayton in Ohio where the police is on the lookout for an active shooter.

Off-duty soldier recounts carrying kids to safety from Texas mass shooting

An off-duty soldier who was at the Texas mall near Saturday's deadly mass shooting was hailed as a hero after recounting how he and another man tried to carry children to safety.

21-year-old gunman kills at least 20 in mass shooting at Walmart in Texas

Announcing the death toll at a news conference, Texas Governor Greg Abbott said it was “one of the deadliest days in Texas history.”

Protesters gather in Hong Kong as rival rally supports police

More than a thousand mostly black-clad activists gathered in Hong Kong’s Mong Kok district ahead of a protest march on Saturday, as the Chinese-controlled city braced for another weekend of anti-

Fresh round of US, Taliban peace talks begin in Qatar's Doha

A fresh round of US-Taliban peace talks began in Qatar’s capital Doha on Saturday, officials said, describing it to be the "most crucial" phase of negotiations to end the 18-year war in Afghanistan.

Donald Trump drops US spy chief pick John Ratcliffe, mulls replacement

Trump announced the move five days after he surprised many in Washington by making the conservative Republican lawmaker from Texas his selection to replace Daniel Coats as director of national

Former Maldives VP Ahmed Adeeb deported by India

Former Maldives Vice President Ahmed Adeeb Abdul Ghafoor was deported in the early hours of Saturday to the Maldives by India, two days after he was detained in the Indian waters for attempting to

Greenland loses 11 billion tonnes of ice in one day

Greenland's ice sheet witnessed its biggest melting down of the season as it lost around 11 billion tonnes of surface ice to oceans in a single day, due to the persistent heatwave causing record high

6 bomb blasts hit Bangkok as city hosts major security meeting

Six bomb blasts wounded at least four people at three sites in Bangkok on Friday, as the Thai capital hosted a Southeast Asian security meeting with top diplomats from the United States, China and
US pulls out from landmark 1987 nuclear pact with Russia

The Intermediate-range Nuclear Forces Treaty, negotiated by then-President Ronald Reagan and Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev and ratified by the US Senate, eliminated the medium-range missile

Working with global partners to bring Ahmed Adeeb back: Maldives Police after ex-VP detained in Indian waters

The Maldives Police Force on Thursday said that they were working with their international partners to bring Ahmed Adeeb Abdul Ghafoor back to the Maldives, after the former Vice President was detained in Indian waters.

Saudi Arabia allows women to travel without permission, grants more control over family matters

A series of royal decrees stipulated that a Saudi passport should be issued to any citizen who applies for it and that any person above the age of 21 does not need permission to travel.

Up to PM Narendra Modi to accept Kashmir offer, Imran Khan and he are fantastic people: Donald Trump

Lauding both PM Modi and Pakistan PM Imran Khan, Trump said that he got along great with both the prime ministers, adding that they are fantastic people.

Discussion on Kashmir will be done only with Pakistan and bilaterally: EAM Jaishankar tells US

Jaishankar met US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo on Friday morning on the sidelines of the second day of 9th East Asia Summit Foreign Ministers meet in Bangkok, Thailand, in the first official meet.

Several small explosions in Bangkok, reports local media

Several small explosions were heard in Bangkok in at least three locations on Friday and two street cleaners suffered minor injuries, Thai media reported.

Several small explosions in Thailand's capital Bangkok: Reports

Bangkok is currently hosting a meeting of foreign ministers from the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) and their counterparts from world powers including the United States, China and India.

US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo meets Subrahmaniyam Jaishankar as Donald Trump sticks to Kashmir mediation remark

Confirming this, US state department's public schedule said, "Secretary Pompeo meets with Indian Minister of External Affairs Subrahmaniyam Jaishankar, In Bangkok, Thailand" at 8.45 am IST.

Magnitude 6.8 earthquake strikes off Chile, no damage reported

The quake, initially reported as a magnitude 6.5, was centred 87 miles (140 km) southwest of the coastal city of Valparaiso in central Chile, the USGS said. The quake was very shallow below the
Donald Trump slaps more tariffs on China, says Xi Jinping moving too slow on trade

The announcement extends Trump’s trade tariffs to nearly all China’s imports into the US and marks an abrupt end to a temporary truce in a trade war that has disrupted global supply chains and roiled

US says North Korea conducts new projectile launch, second test in a week

South Korea’s military said unidentified short-range projectiles were fired at 2.59 am and 3.23 am local time on Friday, from North Korea’s South Hamgyong Province into the East Sea.

Despite rap from ICJ, unabashed Pakistan puts two conditions in proposal for consular access to Kulbhushan Jadhav

Guilty of already violating Vienna Convention by the ICJ for thus far not providing consular access to Kulbhushan Jadhav, Pakistan’s proposal to do so now is filled with riders.

Former Vice President of Maldives Ahmed Adeeb detained in Indian waters

Police sources have said that Adeeb may have wanted to seek asylum in the country and are interrogating him for details.

Indian Army delegation participates in Chinese Army's Foundation Day event

A delegation from the Indian Army met Chinese counterparts at Nathu La. Cultural events were held to showcase Indian and Chinese cultures.

Pakistan's proposal for consular access to Kulbhushan Jadhav being evaluated: MEA

Raveesh Kumar, spokesperson of MEA, says response to the proposal from Pakistan would be given through appropriate diplomatic channels.

Pakistan offers consular access to Kulbhushan Jadhav on Friday, awaits India's reply

According to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs spokesperson, Pakistan has announced its decision and is waiting for a reply from India.

Hong Kong protests: China releases footage of 'anti-riot' exercises, says unrest won't be tolerated

HONG KONG (Reuters) - As Hong Kong's political crisis simmers amidst heated protests, China’s People’s Liberation Army in Hong Kong released a video showing footage of "anti-riot" exercises and its

Pakistan PM Imran Khan cuts down 'naan', 'roti' rates to control spiralling food prices

Khan took 'stern notice' of increasing prices of 'naan' and 'roti' and decided to bring down the prices to their previous rates throughout Pakistan.

US believes Hamza bin Laden, son of slain al Qaeda leader Osama bin Laden, is dead
A US official, who spoke on condition of anonymity, provided no further details, including when Hamza died or where.

**PewDiePie editor Brad1 resigns after five years**

Brad1's post captioned, 'Attention all 9 year olds', thanked the people of the channel and called the journey a "life changing experience".